Representation learning has recently been successfully used to create vector representations of entities in language learning, recommender systems and in similarity learning. Graph embeddings exploit the locality structure of a graph and generate embeddings for nodes which could be words in a language, products of a retail website; and the nodes are connected based on a context window. In this paper, we consider graph embeddings with an error-free (errorless) associative learning update rule, which models the embedding vector of node as a non-convex Gaussian mixture of the embeddings of the nodes in its immediate vicinity with some constant variance that is reduced as iterations progress. It is very easy to parallelize our algorithm without any form of shared memory, which makes it possible to use it on very large graphs with a much higher dimensionality of the embeddings. Results show that our algorithm performs well when the dimensionality of the embeddings is large.
Introduction
Graph embeddings learn vector representations of nodes in a graph. [5] and [13] give a comprehensive survey of graph embedding methods like node2vec [7] and also deep convolutional embeddings.
Our method uses associative learning along with the principle of triadic closure (which can be generalized to more than three nodes) to learn the embeddings. The algorithm is quite simple, but very effective. We apply the learnt embeddings from both algorithms to the task of recommending items to users based on nearest neighbors based on the inner product of the embeddings.
Label propagation and message passing have been applied to many tasks like feature propagation [2] , interest propagation, propagation of information in a population [3] and other network models of behavior like PageRank [4] and models for text like TextRank [8] . Instead of propagating a single unit of information, we propagate entire embeddings across the network. By propagating information on a graph iteratively, long distance similarities can also be learnt.
The FAIR paper [1] uses Hyperbolic geometry to construct embeddings in hierarchies and graphs. Their results prove that on hierarchies and graphs, hyperbolic embeddings of a much smaller dimension can outperform Euclidean embeddings. We use the same data sets which [1] uses, though it is difficult to say whether our results are comparable because of the difference in the way both approaches sample the negatives (or the test set) before computing the mean average precision. Moreover, our algorithm is much easier to parallelize on a large cluster than [1] .
Hebbian Graph Embeddings
Hebbian learning is the simplest form of learning invented by Donald Hebb in 1949 in his book "The organization of behavior" [Wikipedia] . It consists of a parameter update rule which is based on the strength of connection between two nodes, as applied to neural networks (based on firing tendencies of neurons on the opposite ends of a synapse). We extend the idea to graphs. Based on a (pre-computed) strength of connection between two nodes of a product graph, we update the parameters (the embeddings of a node) iteratively based on an error-free (errorless) associative learning rule (nodes that are contextually connected should have similar embeddings, like word2vec for words).
The Hebbian learning rule can be described by the following equation:
w " = w " + η * p (" Where, w " is the parameter being updated, η is the learning rate and p (" could be the strength of association (stronger if the two neurons frequently fire together) between parameters i and j (or it could be slightly modified to be the product of the parameter i with the strength of association).
In our method, we first initialize all embeddings to a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ * . j ~ ℵ(0, σ * I)
We model the embedding at a node as a non-convex Gaussian mixture of the embeddings of the connected nodes. If there is an edge from node i to node j, the embedding of node j is modeled as follows:
The variance σ * starts off at a value of 10 and is divided by 1.1 every iteration in the spirit of simulated annealing [6] . The embedding of node j is updated as follows:
δ " = 6 (ℵ(i, σ * I) * p (" * η) 7 The δ " are then simply added to the embedding at node j (where there is an edge from node i to node j). p (" is the transition probability and η is the learning rate. The graph is weighted, asymmetric and undirected. Also, a random negative edge is selected at each node and the negative of the embeddings is propagated to both selected nodes with a small transition probability. This iterative procedure learns the embeddings of all nodes in the graph and is able to generate very effective embeddings, as the next section shows. 
Results on Link Prediction
We ran our algorithm on the publicly available data sets for link prediction which are used in [1] . The results show that our algorithm performs very well on all four data sets (we sample 20 negatives per node for evaluation similar to what is usually done, as in [7] [9][12] [13] . It is not completely clear on how [1] samples the test and validation sets). 
Results on the Target Recommender System
Also, in the recommender system at Target Corporation, we used a sample of 200 thousand items as our population for training and measurement. 10% of the users are held out as the test set. The number of nodes in the graph is 200,000 and the number of edges is about 13.1 billion (note that the weight of an incoming edge might be different from an outgoing edge between any two nodes).
We measure the performance of our algorithm on the hit rate. Top 10 recommendations are generated per item based on the nearest neighbors of the generated embeddings based on an inner product (using all 200,000 items). Then, one random item from the user's entire interaction history is chosen.
Recommendations for this random item are computed. If any of the top 10 recommended items (other than the seed item) also occurs in the user's interaction history, it is considered a hit. Otherwise a fail. The average hit rate is then the number of successes divided by the number of users in the test set. Results are shown in table 2. 
Results on Reconstruction
We ran our algorithm for reconstruction on publicly available data sets. Reconstruction tries to reconstruct the entire original graph (without splitting into train/test). We rank each node's connecting edges (positives) against all other nodes in the graph while computing the mean average precision in parallel (so if a node has 2 outgoing edges and there are 10,000 nodes in the graph, the positives to negatives ratio at that node is 2:9998. The mean of the average precision at all nodes is the MAP. This might be slightly different from [13] and [1] which appear to do some sampling before computing the MAP).
We run the algorithm for 10 iterations with a learning rate 1.0. The results in table  3 show that our algorithm is able to achive good results on reconstruction when the dimensionality is large. It is quite easy to parallelize the algorithm, and we implement it on Apache Spark. We run the algorithm for 10 iterations (which takes about 3 hours on the parallel implementation on Target data and about 5 minutes on the publicly available data). We found that the learning rate doesn't affect the results in any significant way (we use 1.0).
Conclusion
In this paper, we described a simple, but very effective algorithm to learn the embeddings on a graph. The results show that the algorithm, as applied to the task of link prediction, is able to perform really well when the dimensionality of the embeddings is large. This shows the effectiveness of learning on graphs using iterative methods. It's a useful experiment of error-free (errorless) learning on graphs. Our method can learn long distance similarities because of the iterative nature of the algorithm which percolates the embeddings on the weighted graph.
A distinctive advantage of our approach is that it is very easy to parallelize the algorithm without any need for shared memory. It is quite easy to implement the algorithm on platforms like Apache Spark, which makes the algorithm amenable to very large graphs which cannot be processed on one machine.
Our work was tested live on Target.com and it did very well. But because our item graph has a very large number of nodes and edges, we omit the implementation of [1] for our recommender system.
Other algorithms like in [9] and [10] could be compared with our work. Though we did explore it in our work, there is still an opportunity to improve both algorithms by hyperparameter tuning. It might be interesting to measure both algorithms with a higher dimensionality of the embeddings.
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